
 

 
 
 
 
Blake Isaacs, CEO Idaho Hydro Tech 
Preliminary Results Summary 
ISU Department of Biological Sciences Testing of IHT Humigator 
IGEM Grant Funded Research 
 
 
Dear Mr. Isaacs,        January 12, 2018 
 

Here is an initial summary of the testing conducted in my lab of your company’s Humigator 
instrument.  As you can see, initial results are very promising.  We are in the midst of conducting further 
testing and I will let you know when we have finished evaluating the instrument. 
 
Project Background 

In March of 2017, the Idaho Global Entrepreneurial Mission committee approved a joint grant to 
both Boise State University and Idaho State University to support the development of two potato storage 
technologies. Approximately 60% of the grant was awarded to Boise State University and is being used to 
develop new storage disease sensors. The remaining 40%, nearly $200,000 was awarded to Professor 
Peter Sheridan, a faculty member in the Department of Biological Sciences at Idaho State University, for 
testing of the Idaho Hydro Tech HumigatorTM. The Humigator cleans and humidifies air. This summary 
focuses on the progress to date of the Idaho State testing of the Humigator, specifically how well it 
removes mold spores, bacteria, and viruses from air. 

 
Application 

Air contains large numbers of microscopic particles. Many are inorganic – fine dust. Others are 
organic, including mold spores, bacteria, and viruses. Bacteria and smaller particles, including viruses, 
can stay airborne indefinitely. Mold spores are larger than bacteria, but still small enough to stay airborne 
for long periods. Some of the worst potato storage diseases are caused by molds, which spread primarily 
through the air via spores. High humidity is required in potato storage to maintain the stored crop’s 
quality and to preserve its weight. Molds thrive in high humidity. These molds grow structures called 
conidia on which they form huge numbers of spores. These spores break free and go airborne, especially 
when disturbed by movement of the crop. They are small enough to remain airborne for many hours, but 
eventually they settle out of the air and the higher the humidity, the faster they do so. These spores start 
new infections when they settle on food surfaces. The primary purpose of the Humigator is to remove 
mold spores from the storage air to help prevent the formation of new mold infections, and the purpose of 
the testing is to understand in detail how well the Humigator removes not only these spores, but also 
bacteria and viruses from the air. 
 
Testing Method Summary 

A model 1225 Humigator is set up in a dedicated laboratory in the ISU Life Sciences Building. 
This small Humigator moves approximately 560 CFM. The volume of the lab is about 6,000 cubic feet, 
so the Humigator cycles the air in the lab about every 11 minutes. Microbes are aerosolized in 
approximately the middle of the lab, and the Humigator is set up to source air from about eight feet from 
where it discharges air, also near the middle of the room. There are areas of high air flow and other areas 
of relatively low air flow in the space because of its shape and the relative locations of the equipment. The 
lab is cleaned and disinfected before each test. Each test begins with the Humigator and the microbe 
aerosolizer turned on simultaneously. A total of 68 collection plates are evenly spaced and placed in a 
grid on the surfaces of the lab including walls, floor, and ceiling. At the end of each test, the number of  



 

 
 
 
 
microbes on each collection plate is counted, and the number of microbes in the Humigator waste water is 
also counted. The test plan includes three test configurations with each of three microbe types. Brewer’s 
yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) is used for the spores. These spores are similar in size to Silver Scurf 
(Helminthosporium solani) and Black Dot (Colletotrichum coccodes) spores. A benign form of E. coli is 
used for the bacteria, and a benign virus that infects E. coli (viruses that infect bacteria are called a 
bacteriophage) is used for the virus test. 

 
The test plan is summarized below. Testing done so far is marked with X’s: 

 Yeast Spores E. coli 
(Bacteria) 

Virus 
(Bacteriophage) 

Without Humigation X X  
Recirculating Humigation X X  
Flow-Through Humigation  X  

 
In the testing to date, microbes are counted on the 68 collection plates and in the discharge water. 

Future testing will also include air sampling to determine microbe density in the air after each test. 
 

Summary of Test Results to Date 
Microbes were counted in the Humigator discharge water after each test. In the tests with 

recirculating Humigation the counts were found to be very consistent. For Yeast Spores this consistent 
count averaged approximately 1 x 105 spores per mL. This means a total of about 3.6 x 1010 

(36,000,000,000) spores captured by the Humigator. For bacteria, this count was over 10 times as high. 
This count averaged 1.04 x 106 bacteria per mL. With both yeast spores and bacteria, the count was 
similar in the discharge water whether it was from the Recirculating tests or the Flow-Through tests.  

In each of the tests without Humigation, the microbes tended to stay airborne longer. This is as 
expected because humidity causes particles to settle on surfaces. A control test is needed to isolate 
Humigation as the only variable in the experiment. To eliminate air movement and humidity as variables, 
the experiment control configuration is to run with the Humigator on but with its water recirculating such 
that the water accumulated in the Humigator contains a sufficient number of microbes that it re-
aerosolizes as many as it captures. The chart below shows results comparing the control (blue) against 
Humigation (red): 

 

  
Humigation reduced the average number of bacteria by over 80% on 33 of the 68 

collection plates, and reduced the overall bacteria accumulation by over 44%.  
 
Analysis of Preliminary Results 

The Humigator captures huge numbers of both yeast spores and bacteria. As noted above, the 
discharge water microbe counts were similar in recirculating tests and flow-through tests. This was the 
case for both yeast spores and bacteria. This means that in an atmosphere with high concentrations of 
microbes, the Humigator collects nearly as many microbes per unit of water as the water can hold. 
 



 

 
 
 
 

These tests were done in an environment where the source of microbes shares the room with the 
Humigator. Due to the placement of the Humigator and the shape of the lab, some of the air that is pulled 
through the Humigator will take a more direct path while other air will not reach the Humigator quickly. 
There will be areas of lower circulation, and there are likely to be areas with almost no circulation. But 
eventually all the air will pass through the Humigator. Higher accumulations of microbes would be 
expected in areas of lowest circulation. The collection points on the floor and in the corners of the room 
accumulated the highest concentrations while the ceiling and walls nearest the Humigator accumulated 
the lowest. This suggests that the more even the airflow, the sooner the air will reach the Humigator and 
the better the microbe elimination results will be. 

Testing in 2018 will focus on yeast spore accumulation, virus capture performance, and air 
sampling for all three microbe types.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Peter P. Sheridan 
 
Professor of Microbiology and Biochemistry 
Department of Biological Sciences 
Idaho State University 
 
Email: sherpete@isu.edu 
Phone: (208) 282-5368 
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